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Cite book review as:

Confronting and closing the gap of social/class division is one of the greatest challenges that we face as a society today. The need to remove barriers and systemic inequalities in education by providing a fair and innovative curriculum for all, is essential and key to closing this gap as well as truly resulting in social mobility. More importantly a creative approach needs to be utilised such that it enhances not just subject but subjective holistic development to enable all to have a voice and further enhance individual talents of lower socio-economic classes. In particular allowing students from different socio-economic backgrounds and cultures to have a safe conducive space to express their own opinions allows them to develop deep critical thinking skills. This can be good preparation to ensure
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the “disadvantaged” can have the opportunity not only to make successful applications but thrive at HE respecting and valuing other cultures and backgrounds.

More importantly this review is timely as post-Covid the number of University admissions are decreasing resulting in greater competition for places which will indirectly affect those from lower socio-economic backgrounds. If more was done by Government to support schools financially to try and ensure all children were exposed to the arts theatre, drama music books poetry and other cultural/metropolitan activities then the gap between social divides would gradually reduce. This in turn would then support greater and more effective social mobility.

So, how can we develop an educational structure and curriculum foundation from nursery, primary and secondary that will support the idea that education should “impact in social justice and empowering communities, families and generations of children towards building a better and fairer world for all to thrive and succeed”.

The publication of “The Working Class” in 2018 seeks to give an overview of strategies and a range of provisions from a wide range of established educators. They discuss how these can be successfully used in a clear understandable, readable and accessible way.

This is a big book with 46 chapters whose titles are single words, specifically chosen to reflect themes/feelings that relate to “working class” as well as attempting to diminish thoughts that this “status” implies failure or “stigma”. Some powerful examples include; failure, inclusion, aspiration, hope, belonging, solidarity and acceptance. Each of these creates strong images and emotions that all human beings regardless of background feel, need and want. In many ways it stirs the hierarchy of needs by Maslow including feeling loved, warmth, food and financial security (McCleod, 2020). The question is how do we consistently enable this in curriculums, pedagogy and learning environments.

In fact, the underlying theme of this epic book is that “poverty is multifaceted” and engagement through Meta-cognitive awareness and growth mindset is linked to both emotional and social experiences through different “forms of capital”. I discuss this at length in my opinion piece Challen (2020) which in many ways relates to this book and what it wants to achieve social justice and social mobility.

It is a book that you will want to consider deeply, reread, consistently refer to and take time to digest, process and reflect on. This is not just political, but if you are an educator who wants to make change for “social justice” and drive “real social mobility” it provides proven effective and innovative solutions. Most important of all they are achievable and able to be done with or without some preparation or planning.

Each of the chapters provides personal experiences that the author has used constructively in their own professional practice to ensure that “children who face additional challenges due to growing up in poverty” are able to engage and contribute positively in the long term. Further in some examples the student feedback is positive and powerful in an impactful and in some cases life-changing manner. Surely this is the sole purpose of education as a means of implementing change towards a positive, fair, inclusive and just society.

In some there are poems and rhymes which is an excellent alternative interactive and accessible way of expression through repetitive language. In some cultures’ “rap/beat” is a norm and can be a great form of engagement where English is a second language. Karl
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Nova (2017) gives great examples in his book rhythm and poetry, showing how you can blend music and literacy while simultaneously allowing socio-cultural voice.

The first chapter aptly titled “Failure” is a powerful and poignant account that reflects the general feeling that both educators and young people feel about the education system. Moreover, it also strongly highlights the “real” lack of social justice opportunities for all. This is followed by chapters on a variety of themes discussing the need for conceptualisation and relevance of the curriculum. Additionally, the use of arts in the form of drama, film, dance and music are also discussed in a number of chapters all effective ways of building self-expression, confidence and social skills. The importance of the community is discussed by Will Ryan and how that resulted in a sense of belonging. This is key for effective social mobility not only for a person to personally strive but academically as well. It’s not only the ability of top Universities to facilitate those from “disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds” to study there but how they proactively support these students so they have a true sense of belonging and fitting in culturally, personally financially and academically only with this in place can they strive to achieve. It is important to note that this also needs to be done with empathy equality and diversity tactics so that students from “poorer” backgrounds do not feel “bullied” or “stigmatised such that their mental health becomes a problem and this can and does directly impact on their ability to perform academically.

Further, and more relevant is how curriculum and teaching can be successfully adapted to ensure that social, cultural skills were enriched within this context. This ensured better engagement, questioning and achievement. It also developed a holistic/cultural creative and innovative background which children from lower socio-economic backgrounds can lack.

Chapter 13 entitled Anger in many ways a common theme seen in children who come from challenging families. It is so often dismissed by “time out” isolation booths but Jamie Thrivoulo’s strong, emotive and evocative poem in this chapter reminds us that “we could do well “to be with” rather than dismiss. This in itself suggests a restorative, healing and empathetic approach rather than exclusion through suspension or other such behavioural challenges.

Instead, it focuses on taking time to accept, which extends not only to listening but to knowing and building relationships with our children, to become fully aware of the sense of alienation that lack of belonging feels like. This concept is also the core of the last few chapters as well as providing a sense of “true understanding” through unconditional love leading to better self-regulation skills.

The Working Class at first glance might appear to be a political book but do not be fooled, rather it is an empowering and upliftimg read about established and proven effective strategies that will change our education system to truly embrace inclusion and equality. Further it will create future generations of all children regardless of their socio-economic backgrounds to be globally questioning creative and innovative problem solvers that can contribute positively to society and their communities. A drive to create global citizenship for all and ensure that future generations are able to perform and contribute in an ever-changing evolving world.

If we want true social mobility this comes from within and how we individually mould each and every one of our children. It should not be founded on exclusive elite education
for the few but an inclusive just and fair education for all that has a curriculum which questions and enables both a subject knowledge as well as a subjective holistic journey. Such will allow every pupil to embark on a journey of being, becoming and thriving i.e. “what does it mean to be a truly conscious questioning challenging and resilient global citizen.” Surely this is what we want for our future generations and international/global society.

Finally, if we believe as Freire (2017, p. 17) states that “education exists not in and of itself but in order that things change for the better” then we need to rethink our education system fast and ask are how we are providing a fully inclusive creative and innovative education for all children regardless of their background to fully nurture, appreciate and contribute to society and the global world.
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